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WHO WE ARE:
People from multicultural communities with
disability leading change. Coming together.
For ourselves. For our communities.
Diversity and Disability Alliance is a user-led and peerled disability support organisation, run by and for people
with disability from diverse backgrounds with the support
of families and allies.
We support people t o live the lives they choose. We
believe that each person with disability has the right
to a genuine voice, choice, and control of their lives and
participation in genuine and meaningful inclusion in the
social, economic, cultural, and political life of the
communities in which they choose to belong.
Our core business is peer support. We draw on our
common lived experience and our diversity and use
peer support to create change.
We are an independent, collective voice committed
to diversity and full inclusion.
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OUR VISION:
An inclusive, diverse, and just society where
people with disability have a voice, choice,
and control over our lives.

WHAT WE DO:
Maximise and build the knowledge, skills, and
capacity of people with disability, their families,
and allies from diverse backgrounds

Build the capacity of all communities to include
people with disability
Share our collective lived experiences
Contribute to a society where the diversity
of our communities is valued and our rights

contained in principles and articles of the United
Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disability are upheld.
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PRESIDENT'S
MESSAGE
Image description: Photo of Julie Duong

2021 has been another rollercoaster for everybody in the community as
we continue to face the challenges of COVID-19 making another

appearance in our lives. In my first year of having the great honour of

being President for Diversity and Disability Alliance (DDAlliance) I had

great hopes that the situation would settle and that we would finally be
able to support each other as peers and allies face-to-face and

continue the peer movement more actively but of course, COVID-19 had
other plans. It’s difficult to overlook that many people have endured
severe restrictions on fully participating in life and will continue to
experience those challenges.

The 2020-2021 financial year has been a time of challenge for
DDAlliance to do all of what we set out to do for the year with the
incredible resources we finally had from ILC funding. We had big
plans to support our current peer groups and develop new ones in
the community, and continue to work with our partner organisation
Community Disability Alliance Hunter (CDAH) to build the peer
movement across NSW by developing resources and building the
skills and knowledge of peers.
Instead, we had to continue to run all of our activities online and
grow the peer movement in a virtual world. We can be proud of
the incredible resilience that the peer community has shown
during this period by continuing to be there for each other in a
world where some of us have never even met in person (yet!).
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Despite all of this, we still took on new opportunities with our friends at
CDAH to start to deliver Powerful Peers. This project is about
developing one on one peer mentoring relationships to enable peers
to achieve goals in their life. We were also able to start something
fresh with Circles Widen. Circles Widen brings the Circles of Support
model for the culturally and linguistically diverse (CALD) community
by surrounding and supporting an individual with what they want and
need. Excitedly, DDAlliance with CDAH has also been involved in a joint
evaluation project led by our peers on “Exploring benefits and
challenges of peer support for people with disability in peer support
organisations: A co-production project”.
I am extremely proud to be President of DDAlliance and to work
alongside our Board to support the excellent work of our
Coordinator Ace Boncato and her staff. We were fortunate to meet
to develop our Strategic Action Plan 2021-2023 that prioritises what
the community wants and needs and how we will meet it. This
means we will have a better idea of where we need to focus on.
This report highlights some of the key outputs and achievements
during this time and I wish we could share them all but you would
then be reading for a couple of days.
I would like to formally recognise and acknowledge the
DDAlliance Board members for their ongoing commitment and
efforts over the past year. I would especially like to
acknowledge Anita Budwee, Yaz Camdzic, Thushara
Halnethilage and Quang Nguyen for dedicating six years to us
where they have served the maximum time on the board.
Significant contributions to our organisation have been made
through their involvement and I wish them all the best in their
new endeavours.
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I also acknowledge with many thanks that all of our achievements
and progress wouldn’t be possible without the incredible work and
passion of our peers to make DDAlliance a leader in peer support.
Whether it is through representing DDAlliance at interagency
meetings, Facebook page, running projects and groups or sharing
your lived experience, it is highly valued. After all, it is your lived
experience that informs and directs the work that we do so thank you
for your efforts, support and dedication.
As we move forward into a new year, I’m uplifted to see the continuation
of the great work that will come out of these projects and from our peers
keeping true to our vision for “An inclusive, diverse, and just society
where people with disability have a voice, choice, and control over our
lives”.

Julie Duong
President
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LIST OF BOARD
MEMBERS 20202021
President: Julie Duong
Vice President: Anita Budwee
Secretary: Yaz Camdzic
Treasurer: Abrahim Darouiche
Board members:
Pauline David
David Daoud
Sozan Georgees
Thushara Halnethilage
Quang Nguyen
The Board held 12 meetings in 2020 – 2021.
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COORDINATOR'S
MESSAGE
Image description: Photo of Ace Boncato

What a year! 2020-21 will be recorded in DDAlliance herstory as
the year when our community had to embrace the virtual world
and work completely online. During a period of uncertainty and
challenges our organisation has needed to be more agile,
responsive, resilient and stronger than ever as we continue our
work in building the peer movement in our communities.
At an operational level, acquiring ILC funding has meant that
our work continues to build from strength to strength, and as a
result, we have been able to grow our team of staff while
developing resources to support the work of our peers.
Through ‘Connecting Peers Cross Culturally’ we continue to
further expand our diverse team of Peer Facilitators and work on
the development of peer support structures within diverse
communities. The ‘NSW Learning Hub’ has seen us working with
our sister organisation, CDAH to take peer support to the regions
and develop a Community of Practice amongst peers that
further support and refine the work of Peer Facilitators. This year,
we are excited to take on two additional projects! Powerful Peers
(also in partnership with CDAH) will see us continue our work in
peer mentoring while ‘Circles Widen’, a project under our
auspices will support Solution Ideas to introduce the Circles of
Support model to peers and their families.
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Our evaluation project has continued to gain momentum.
We now have a great team of Peer Researchers who, with the
support of Carrie Hayter Consulting and Meredith Tavener,
will lead our work, track our progress; and capture the many
narratives that need to be shared as we continue our journey
in the peer support space.
This year, the DDAlliance board, staff and advisors came
together for a strategic planning session. Together, we
cemented some strategies that will not only set us in good
stead to achieve our project goals and deliverables, but also
take on more opportunities to support our communities and
work towards a bright and sustainable future.
Yes, this year has had many challenges. But as a community,
and through our peers, family members and allies, we have
and continue to learn and support each other as we
navigate through new ways of working together.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank my peers. You
are the heart and soul of DDAlliance. It is you, that keeps our
organisation thriving.
To the amazing team of staff, most of whom joined us only
recently through our “online era”. It’s incredible to think of
how much hard work you continue to put into supporting
peers achieve our project deliverables. Joyce, Bill, Rhiannon,
Catherine, Andrew, Ashleigh and Sonia, it’s such a joy to be
working alongside each of you.
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To our incredible DDAlliance board and advisors. I thank you for your
continuing support and guidance throughout the year. I especially
thank our outgoing members; Quang, Yaz, Anita and Thushara. Your
invaluable contributions to our organisation over the years, from our
humble beginnings to our present time has helped shape the
vibrant organisation we have today.
Knowing that I am part of a community that truly understands what
it takes to support the diversity of its people, a community that will
continue to strive to leave no one behind and ensure that peers lead
every aspect of our work, I look to the coming year with renewed
energy and I am excited with what the future holds.

Ace Boncato
Coordinator
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OUR YEAR IN
REVIEW

Young Adults Peer2Peer Cafe

Image description: 10 people on Zoom in the Young Adults Peer2Peer Cafe

Evaluation Team Meeting

Image description: 11 people on Zoom in the Evaluation Team Meeting
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The CALD Peer2Peer Cafe

Image description: 5 people on Zoom in the CALD Peer2Peer Cafe

The Khmer-speaking Peer2Peer Cafe

Image description: 20 people on Zoom in the Khmer Peer2Peer Cafe
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CONNECTING PEERS
CROSS CULTURALLY

Overview
Connecting Peers Cross Culturally is a project that supports peers in
CALD communities to build and sustain peer support networks and
access peer to peer learning opportunities. Through this project we
are expanding peer support networks and building a confident, skilled
peer workforce.
Training
Trained 16 peers and family members to deliver peer
support in their communities through Introduction to Peer
Support Training.
Trained 6 new peer facilitators through Peer Facilitation
Training. We now have 20 peer facilitators currently working
with DDA
Bringing peer support to new communities
Worked with 4 new communities to set up peer support
structures. These are:
The Khmer-speaking community
The Korean-speaking community
Young Adults
Women with disability
"We shared lots of information during the pandemic. Everyone
gets involved and wants to say something. It’s a good
experience to be together as women with disability.
When I’m with a peer, we understand each more because we
have been through similar experiences."
- Sozan Georgees, Peer Facilitator
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Peer-led events
Ran two peer-led community events on:
International Day of People with Disability
Independent Assessments
We have supported peers to actively contribute and take the
lead in all aspects this work
Producing Zoom Guides in different languages, to
support peers to access Zoom and DDA spaces during
the pandemic
Reaching out to new peers by presenting at
interagencies and meeting with services and
stakeholders, promoting via Facebook and Instagram,
inviting our friends etc.
Supporting new Board members, we created a Board
Induction Pack, held individual and group meetings, and
attended a Board Induction Webinar
Developing accessible documents, including Text-Only
versions
Supporting interpreters to effectively work with peers at
our online events and meetings
Website updates, including Board, Peer Worker and Staff
profiles
Ran regular Peer Skill Share and ‘Tech Tuesday’ sessions
Created a monthly Newsletter and maintained our
Facebook page

"I feel happy and not lonely. I have more friends who can
share my happiness as well my issues with and we can
support each other. I now know where and who I can share
my experience and my knowledge with."
- Dara, peer from the Khmer-speaking Peer2Peer Cafe
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NSW PEER
LEARNING HUB
Overview
DDAlliance in partnership with CDAH are undertaking the NSW Peer
Learning Hub.
The aim is to build the capacity of peer leaders and to increase the
skills, knowledge, confidence and motivation of all peers involved. We
are co-designing new learning resources and providing training and
support to peers so that they can promote peer support in their
communities and develop a stronger network of peers. We are
creating an active community of practice, enabling peers to reflect
together and learn from each other.

Community of Practice
Held our second community of practice - to share learnings
and brainstorm strategies to strengthen the peer movement
through events and training
Reviewed and updated peer support training materials
Commenced planning for the peer-led conference
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Connecting with Peers/Family Members from the
Wollongong Area
Partnered with Settlement Services International (SSI) to
connect with peers/family members from Wollongong
and surrounding areas DDAlliance
Connected with 25 local services and stakeholders
including TAFE NSW and Disability Employment Services
Commenced planning for a peer-led event
"The NSW Learning Hub has given me the opportunity to
share my experiences, stories and knowledge. I’ve also
enjoyed learning new skills as a peer leader, and building
ties and connecting with other peers from CDAH."
- Julie, Peer Facilitator
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POWERFUL
PEERS
Overview
The aim of the Powerful Peers Project for DDAlliance is to deliver peer
mentoring training and develop one-on-one peer mentoring support
to peers and family members from multicultural backgrounds. These
individualised peer mentoring sessions will assist peers to reach their
goals from the shared knowledge and experiences of their peer
mentors.
Ongoing project support continues to be available for all peer
mentors. This focuses on providing one to one catch up sessions.

Peer Mentoring Training
Reworked and updated existing training material to suit
online training in the Zoom platform
Trained 9 peers and family members to deliver peer
mentoring
Designed a Refresher Course - this consisted of 5
workshops comprising of practical case scenarios which
simulated actual mentoring sessions to be role played by
all peer mentor attendees
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Peer Mentoring Relationships
Continued to support 12 actively working mentors who
represent 8 diverse community language groups
Developed a “peer buddy mentoring program” due to start in
the coming year
Community of Practice
Commenced fortnightly hands-on practice sessions
designed for mentors to hold discussions about good
practice skills, share successes and explore personal
insights about the mentoring experiences
Peer Engagement and Promotion
Peers mentors promoted and present as key speakers at
various Sydney local disability interagencies
Peer mentors promoted and raise awareness of the peer
mentoring opportunities at DDA’s Peer2Peer Cafe networks
as well as various local community language networks
Developed their peer mentor profiles, which can be
accessed on our DDA website

"I enjoyed all the sessions of Peer Mentoring Training, as I got
the chance to meet friendly facilitators and peers; and came to
learn and practice new themes that helped for flexibly
strengthening my skills. We don’t have to be successful always
to be happy. To make a difference in someone’s life, we just
have to care and be kind to reach the desired happiness”.
- Farhana, Peer Mentor
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CIRCLES WIDEN
Overview
Circles Widen is a pilot program coordinated by George
Ayoub and Tammy Burnstock (from Solution Ideas) with
the support of DDAlliance. It brings the Circles of Support
model to the CALD community of Western and South
Western Sydney.
The project involves the training of peers as Circles
Facilitators who are then supported to actively participate
and contribute to meaningful engagement with CALD
communities to establish circles of support.
To ensure that the project was accessible to all the team
held a workshop with the DDAlliance Board members to
discuss cultural considerations that should be taken during
the different phases of the project.
Circles Facilitation Training
Co-developed and co-designed a training package for Peer
Facilitators to be equipped to become Circles Facilitators
Used the training we have developed to train a team of Peer
Facilitators – 6 weeks of formal training conducted
Mentoring
Worked with members of an established circle, ‘Adam’s
Circle’. Adam’s Circle members provided mentoring to the
facilitators in training – 6 mentoring sessions were
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Engagement and Promotion
Developed a page on the DDAlliance website which includes
videos from members of the team presenting introductions
to Circles and to themselves as facilitators
Developed promotional material such as a brochure and
PowerPoint presentation designed to communicate the
project to diverse communities
Partnered with Circles of Support and Microboards
(COSAM) with website presence for NSW Circle Facilitation
Designed a strategy of how to promote Circles to peers and
family members (through Peer2Peer cafés, information
sessions, on0o)
Established 2 circles with more to follow in the new year
Began the development of an evaluation framework
through the support of Carrie Hayter Consulting.

“Being able to facilitate a fellow peer’s circle and supporting them
to monitor their progress towards achieving their own goals was a
highlight in being involved in the Circles Widen project.”
- Abrahim, Circles Facilitator
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EVALUATION

Overview
In 2020 DDA and Community Disability Alliance Hunter (CDAH)
continued their joint evaluation initiative: ‘Exploring benefits and
challenges of peer support for people with disability in peer support
organisations: A co-production project’.
The evaluation team is composed of four lived experience
researchers from CDAH and four from DDA: Julie Magill, Xiaolong
(David) Yang, Julie Duong, George Ayoub. The role of lived
experience research was promoted through DDA internal peer
facilitator & mentor networks with candidates applying and going
through an interview selection process.
Training
As part of joining the team, training and ongoing support have
been provided to ensure full participation in all aspects of
research activities. In doing this the team created a series of
training modules to support and upskill researchers in their
roles. These training modules include:
Literature review
Research design
References management systems
Ethics process
Interviewing
Transcription
Leximancer
Recruitment presenting skills
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Participation and Progress Update
The researchers with lived experience are involved In every
aspect of the research project, from project design, interview
question design, survey design, literature review to conducting
the interviews and focus groups and data processing. To do this
the research team meets weekly in different hubs - literature
review hub, Recruitment hub and Research team hub. In these
hubs the team discusses how we plan, create, and move forward
on the research.
As of April 2021, the team successfully received ethics approval
from the University of Newcastle for the study. Since then, the
team has been actively recruiting peers from CDAH and DDA for
the study. As of June 2021, 4 peers have been recruited to the
study.
Overall the aim is to recruit and;
Interview up to 60 people with disability to explore benefits
and challenges of peer support, including 10 peer leaders
hold 2 Focus group with 10 peer leaders
Survey up to 100 participants who attend any training and
education sessions on peer support and mentoring
Interview lived experience researchers on their experiences

“I joined this research project and I have made lots of friends.
We have a very good team, and we support each other and
learn a lot from each other”
- David, Lived Experience Researcher
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OUR OTHER
WORK
Contribution into 'The Experiences & Perspectives of People with
Disability from Culturally and Linguistically Diverse Backgrounds
DDAlliance provided a statement, as part of a broader submission to
the Disability Royal Commission by the National Ethnic Disability
Alliance. There were 13 peers and allies involved, sharing their
valuable lived experiences, ideas and feedback around Article 30 of
the UN Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.
“Providing feedback and sharing experience is a catalyst for change,
and being part of this piece of work with DDAlliance ensures that my
experience will make a difference.”
- Pauline, Peer Facilitator

MiAccess Project and Social Model of Disability Resource
Development
Cultural Perspectives engaged DDAlliance to support their
work in the disability space by:
Reviewing the MiAccess website for accessibility and
language readability
Leading a resource development project focused on
raising awareness of the social model of disability to
diverse communities
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"The MiAccess website introduces people seeking information about
understanding the NDIS and how it works, while the social model
resource will assist in people’s understanding of disability under the
Australian system. It was great to have the opportunity to be part of
this important work as a peer, as a lived experience expert.”
- George, Peer Facilitator

Research into the Chinese Peer support community
In March 2020 DDAlliance was invited by the UNSW Social Policy
Research Centre to partner in research about how Australian
disability support organisations enhance cultural responsiveness in
disability support for people with disability and their families from
Chinese background in the context of NDIS. David Yang and Julie
Duong were engaged as peer researchers to design interview
questions, interview people who are involved in peer support and
provide feedback to the research findings. The report is in its final
stages and will be shared publicly
"It was great to be part of the research and see other organisations
doing peer support. It just shows me peer support works no matter
who you are or where you come from."
- Julie, Peer Researcher
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TREASURER'S
MESSAGE

Image description: Photo of Abrahim Darouiche

I would like to thank the members of the Board for renominating me
as Treasurer. Our financial year for 2020-21 saw an increase in
activities, as well as an increase in the number of staff. I will now
provide a report on how the financial year went.
Our income has grown by 38% more than the previous financial
year. This was due to the grants that we received to allow us to do
more work in supporting people with disability and their families
from diverse backgrounds. Our expenses have also increased by
15% due to the increase in staff.
Over the financial year we received a total income of
$735,073, comprising of grant fundings totalling $631,857 and
a mix of other sources totalling $121,216.
On the other hand we spent $610,850, most of which was
spent on staff, which has more than doubled since last
financial year, resulting in an increase in wage expenses. They
have been working together to support and guide peers with
delivering the peer projects. At the end of June 2021, we had a
surplus of $142,222, almost ten times our previous year. Our
total savings in the bank is $224,248.
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For more details please refer to the financial report.
On behalf of the Board, I would like to thank Sylvia Chou, our
amazing accountant, for all her support and sound advice, and to
Graeme Green, our auditor, for ensuring that our reports comply
with the accounting rules and regulation. Finally thank you to
everyone that has put in the work that has resulted in us being able
to continue to do the work that we do.

Abrahim Darouiche
Treasurer
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FINANCIAL
REPORT
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